
Dear Friends,

At ILRF we believe that human rights can only be secured 

when victims of rights abuses can speak up and demand 

change. Two examples illustrate the point. 

➢

- We asked a child laboring beside his father in a tobacco 

field in Malawi why he’s not in school. He said he wanted 

to help put food on the table.  Some hear that and say the 

child wants to work, but what we know to be true from our 

partner’s work in the community is that the child doesn’t 

dare to demand that his father be paid more so he can go to 

school.  Without farmworkers in the leadership of reform 

efforts, this demand for living wages, so critical to ending 

child labor, gets lost.

➢

- When we asked women garment workers in Bangladesh if 

they feel safer after all the safety inspections and trainings 

of the past year, many of them said no, because they do 

not believe management will listen to them if they raise a 

concern or propose a solution. As one worker told us, “We 

say nothing. They say everything. Then how could we say 

that it’s safe?”

For nearly three decades, ILRF has been a leader in policy 

innovation: to make corporations more accountable for 

workers’ rights in global supply chains and to strengthen 

legal protections for workers transnationally and locally. 

Yet we know from experience that these policies are only 

effective when workers and their unions or worker centers 

put them to use. That’s why we are really excited to share 

some of our achievements of 2014 in this annual report, all 

of which involved grassroots worker groups or local rights 

advocates leading the change. 

We were thrilled to see the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize go to one 

of our longtime board members and a leading advocate to 

end child labor, Kailash Satyarthi. This is the first time the 

Nobel committee’s attention has focused on issues so central 

to ILRF’s work and the entire ILRF community has celebrated 

this recognition of Kailash’s leadership. ILRF’s founding 

director, Pharis Harvey, worked closely with Kailash on 

the Global March Against Child Labor and to advocate for 

ILO Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labor. We 

continue working with Kailash today to continue the fight 

against child labor with a particular emphasis on rooting out 

child slavery.

We are tremendously grateful to our grassroots partners 

who continue to inspire us every day – and to all of you who 

support our advocacy, whether by taking action in the streets 

or online or by donating to help grow our support network 

for frontline labor rights defenders around the world. 

Thank you for all you do for global worker justice!

In solidarity, 

Judy Gearhart

Executive Director
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FEATURED STORIES

ENDING CHILD LABOR AND TRAFFICKING 
IN TOBACCO

Child labor is pervasive in tobacco fields – in the U.S. and 

Malawi alike – and the work is extremely hazardous for 

workers of all ages. Toxins from the plant can cause nicotine 

poisoning (green tobacco sickness), lung infections from 

tobacco dust, or even cancer. Tens of millions of dollars are 

spent every year to dissuade youth from taking up smoking, 

but not enough attention or resources are being dedicated to 

ending exploitative tobacco production and the purchasing 

practices that fuel child labor in tobacco, or to finding less 

harmful alternative livelihoods for the families who depend 

on the crop to survive.

The U.S. Department of Labor confirms that tobacco from 

Malawi is produced with both forced and child labor. An 

estimated 300,000 Malawian families are trafficked from 

the impoverished south to northern tobacco plantations 

each year. Lured to the fields with false promises, tobacco 

workers move their families (single men aren’t recruited 

because labor brokers know the tobacco harvesters will need 

additional, unpaid work) to work on plantations reminiscent 

of shareholder systems that former slaves labored on after 

the civil war. Given that 60% of Malawi’s export income 

comes from tobacco, achieving accountability from the 

corporate giants who ultimately use this tobacco, like Philip 

Morris International, is critical for this tiny country. 

ILRF is working with the Tobacco and Allied Workers Union 

of Malawi (TOAWUM) to enable these exploited farmers 

and farmworkers to advance policy change nationally and 

internationally and to take on Big Tobacco globally. By 

working closely with TOAWUM in 2014, we secured three 

advances:

- Raphael Sandramu, TOAWUM’s general secretary, 

traveled with ILRF staff and allies to the World Health 

Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control 

Convention (FCTC) deliberations in Moscow to help secure 

language that placed responsibility for poor working 

conditions among tobacco farmers on the tobacco industry 

and promoted worker-centered efforts to develop alternative 

livelihoods for tobacco farmers;

- ILRF and TOAWUM organizers developed a field survey 

to document working conditions, child labor, and debt 

bondage, in order to build a body of knowledge that will 

help TOAWUM members advocate for systemic solutions to 

ending abuse in the industry; and

- ILRF organized an international coalition of labor and 

public health groups to sign a joint letter with TOAWUM to 

the Malawian government demanding structural changes to 

address forced labor in tobacco production.

STRENGTHENING WOMEN WORKERS’
LEADERSHIP AND ADVANCING APPAREL 
INDUSTRY REFORMS

The majority of the workers around the world who make 

our clothes are women. In 2014, ILRF honed in on women’s 

perspectives and strategies for promoting women workers’ 

leadership in the industry. Our accomplishments included:

- Convened women union leaders from Honduras, Cambodia 

and Bangladesh to speak out against sexual harassment, 

intimidation, and violence against women at work, to 

join Congressman George Miller in keynoting an ILRF 

conference on women’s rights in the apparel industry, and 

to forge networks of resistance with U.S. women’s rights 

leaders; and 

- Built momentum to end violence against women at work 

and hold companies accountable by getting 31 women’s 

rights and labor groups to sign the AFL-CIO’s petition in 

support of a Gender-Based Violence at Work Convention at 

the International Labour Organization.

Following the horrific tragedy of the Rana Plaza collapse, 

ILRF and allied organizations pressured global brands 

and retailers to make working conditions safer in their 

Bangladesh supply chains and pay full and fair compensation 

to the injured workers and families of the deceased. For 

industry initiatives to make a real difference, they need to 

be transparent, legally-binding and include a meaningful 

role for workers and their organizations. These principles 

are embodied in the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in 

Bangladesh, which had reached 180 company signatories and 

over 1500 factories by the end of 2014. 
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ILRF’s report, Dangerous Silence: Why the U.S. military 
exchanges need to address unsafe and illegal conditions in their 
supplier factories (February 2014), helped spark a movement 

for the U.S. Government to address labor and human rights 

in its procurement policies. Given that the U.S. Government 

is the world’s largest consumer, such reforms could have 

profound impacts on the global economy. Following the 

report release, ILRF helped Kalpona Akter, Executive 

Director of the Bangladesh Center for Worker Solidarity (a 

long-time ILRF partner organization), to brief congressional 

representatives and testify to the U.S. Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee about apparel workers’ struggle for safe 

workplaces, victim compensation, decent wages, and union 

rights. ILRF also worked with the Sweatfree Purchasing 

Consortium to promote better human rights screens in all 

levels of government purchasing. Thanks to these efforts 

and the work of many allies, the U.S. Congress endorsed the 

Accord, praising the Marine Corps for adopting the Accord 

standard and urging the rest of the Armed Forces to do the 

same in the Defense Appropriations Act of 2014.

ENDING FORCED LABOR IN UZBEKISTAN

The Cotton Campaign has worked with civil society, 

government and business representatives to advocate for 

the end of forced labor in Uzbekistan’s cotton sector since 

2008. In 2014 two decisions by the government of Uzbekistan 

resulted from the sustained pressure:

- The Uzbek government did not use forced child labor to 

pick cotton on a nationwide scale for the first time in its 

history; and

- The Uzbek government signed a Decent Work Country 

Programme for technical assistance to apply core labor 

standards with the International Labour Organization. 

Unfortunately, the government also increased forced labor 

of adults and continued violent crackdowns on human rights 

defenders throughout the year. In response, we doubled 

down on efforts to press the government to stop the abuses. 

We expanded programs to strengthen the capacity of the 

community-based monitors who document forced labor in 

the cotton harvest and supported these grassroots monitors 

to testify to governments and international institutions 

around the world. Thanks to the collective work of the 

multi-stakeholder Cotton Campaign, awareness remains 

high about continued labor abuses in the country. The U.S. 

ranked Uzbekistan in the lowest level of its 2014 Trafficking 

in Persons Report; the European Union maintained its 

deferral of a textile trade deal with Uzbekistan due to human 

rights concerns; the World Bank committed to monitor core 

labor standards and cease loans to the Uzbek government 

if there is forced or child labor in its project areas; and the 

Norwegian investment firm Kommunal Landspensjonskasse 

(KLP) blacklisted cotton trader Olam, textile manufacturer 

Daewoo and its parent company Posco due to their Uzbek 

operations.

ENDING FORCED LABOR AND HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING IN THAILAND

There are an estimated 3 to 4 million migrant workers in 

Thailand, which the U.S. Department of State identified 

as the population in Thailand most vulnerable to human 

trafficking in its 2014 Trafficking in Persons (TIP) report. 

Eighty percent of these workers came from Burma to work 

in the most dangerous, demeaning and dirty jobs, including 

manufacturing, seafood harvesting and processing, and 

domestic work. ILRF coordinates a transnational coalition 

of human rights, labor and environmental organizations to 

develop solutions that promote environmental and social 

sustainability within Thailand’s seafood industry and 

bring migrant workers’ voices into global accountability 

discussions.

In 2014, ILRF supported efforts by the Migrant Worker 

Rights Network (MWRN), a democratically-run migrant-

led labor organization in Thailand, to uncover abusive 

working conditions in seafood export factories and negotiate 

for remedies on behalf of workers. MWRN is an integral 

member of ILRF’s international coalition and, with support 

of ILRF and other allies, is expanding its influence among 

other stakeholder groups. Through our work convening this 

coalition, ILRF:

- Led a coordinated campaign against a Thai government 

proposal to use prison labor on fishing vessels that resulted 

in the government scrapping the plan; and 

- Coordinated advocacy that helped secure a downgrade for 

Thailand in the U.S. State Department’s 2014 Trafficking in 

Person’s report, placing them among the least-performing 

countries in combating human trafficking.
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COLOMBIA

-Published two profiles of trade unionists 

under threat as part of our “Sindicalistas 

Bajo Amenaza” series drawing attention 

to the continuing violence against 

unionists in Latin America

GUATEMALA

-Teamed up with BananaLink to 

promote an online petition that 

generated over 6000 signatures asking 

Guatemala’s new Attorney General 

to investigate the backlog of unsolved 

murders of trade unionists

LIBERIA

- Worked with the Firestone Agricultural 

Workers Union of Liberia (FAWUL) to 

develop worker surveys to assess working 

conditions in Liberia’s emerging palm 

oil sector

-Raised over $4,000 to support FAWUL’s 

Ebola relief fund, which provided 

for much-needed supplies for union 

members to protect their communities 

from the deadly disease

COTE D’IVOIRE 
& GHANA

-Presented ILRF research to cocoa 

farmers and sought their perspectives 

on solutions to forced and child labor in 

cocoa

-Convened meetings with Ivorian, 

Ghanaian, and U.S. government and civil 

society representatives and to discuss 

solutions to child labor 

-Published a report, The Fairness Gap, 

that documented how the economics of 

cocoa drive persistent poverty in cocoa-

growing communities

PERU

-Worked with Peruvian trade unions to 

document the abusive use of short-

term contracts to deny apparel and 

agricultural workers their right to form 

unions

-Prepared for filing a complaint under 

the U.S.-Peru free trade agreement to 

challenge abuse in contracting

2014 HIGHLIGHTS
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CAMBODIA

-Trade unionists and activists arrested during wage 

strikes were finally released after demonstrations held 

at Cambodian embassies by ILRF and allies 

-Urged apparel brands to pay higher prices to their 

suppliers in Cambodia and to support a minimum 

wage increase; the minimum wage was increased to 

28%

BANGLADESH

-Interviewed 60 workers about their 

perspectives on safety

-Urged brands to join the Bangladesh 

Accord in order to make garment 

factories safer and save lives

-Campaigned for global brands to 

contribute to Rana Plaza victim 

compensation

UZBEKISTAN

-Pressure led Uzbek government to not force 

children to pick cotton nationwide for the first 

time in its history

-Supported complaint to World Bank, which 

then committed to monitor core labor standards

-Trained Uzbek human rights advocates on 

monitoring working conditions in fields

MALAYSIA

-Co-hosted a workshop in Malaysia 

where NGOs and unions shared 

strategies for eradicating forced labor in 

the global palm oil industry

THAILAND

-Supported efforts by the Migrant Worker 

Rights Network (MWRN) to uncover abusive 

conditions in seafood factories and negotiate for 

remedies 

-Led a successful coordinated campaign against 

a Thai government proposal to use prison labor 

on fishing vessels 

-Successfully advocated for U.S. to place 

Thailand among the least-performing countries 

in combating human trafficking in its 

Trafficking in Person’s report

MALAWI

-Helped the Tobacco and Allied Workers 

Union of Malawi (TOAWUM) to 

document child labor, debt bondage and 

other abuses 

-Organized coalition letter to Malawian 

government demanding structural 

changes to address forced labor in 

tobacco production

-Successfully advocated for a WHO 

framework convention to place 

responsibility for poor working 

conditions on the tobacco industry and 

promote alternative livelihoods

CHINA

-Supported legal aid clinics and migrant worker labor 

rights training in China

-Enabled workers to seek compensation for workplace 

injuries and other legally-protected social benefits and 

entitlements

INDONESIA

-Examined discriminatory labor laws 

and practices that put palm oil workers 

at risk

-Co-published the “Fair Labor 

Principles” as a challenge to the palm oil 

industry to improve its labor practices 

and create space for worker voice and 

organizing
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF 2014

$1,269,584

$454,571

$113,097

$148,425

$1,985,677

Foundations

Government

Individual Donors

Other Income

Total

$823,792

$585,616

$157,817

$127,741

$1,694,966

Rights at Work

Child & Forced Labor

Fundraising & Development

Management & General

Total

6% 
Individuals7%

Other Income

64% 
Foundations

23%
Government

35%
Child & Forced Labor

49%
Rights at Work

8%
Management 

& General

9% 
Fundraising & 
Development

Revenue Expenses

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

21st Century ILGWU Heritage Fund

Anonymous

Arca Foundation

Avaaz Foundation

Benjamin Fund

Berger-Marks Foundation

Blessed John Paul II Parish

Cohen Foundation

CrossCurrents Foundation

Ethix Merch

Humanity United

Landau Family Foundation

Moriah Fund

Naomi and Nehemiah Cohen Foundation

New Society Fund

Norman Foundation

Open Society Foundation

Presbyterian Hunger Program

Samuel Rubin Foundation

United Methodist Church, 

     General Board of Global Ministries

U.S. Department of State

World Bank

SPONSORS OF THE 2014 LABOR 
RIGHTS DEFENDERS AWARDS

AFL-CIO

Amalgamated Bank

Amalgamated Transit Union

American Eagle Outfitters

American Federation of Government 

     Employees

American Federation Of Teachers

Calvert Group, Ltd.

Change To Win

Communications Workers Of America

Doyle Printing & Offset Company

Eileen Fisher, Inc.

Equal Exchange

Feminist Majority Foundation

Fontheim International, LLC

Fruit of the Loom

GlobalWorks Foundation

GoodWeave International

International Association Of Machinists 

     And Aerospace Workers

International Brotherhood Of Teamsters

James & Hoffman

Jobs with Justice

Kresge Foundation

L Brands Foundation

Laborers’ International Union Of North 

     America

Levi Strauss & Co.

National Consumers League

Oxfam America

PVH Foundation

Remember the Triangle Fire Coalition 

Service Employees International Union

Sidney Hillman Foundation

Solidarity Center

Sorini, Samet & Associates

Ullico Inc

UNITE HERE

United Association of Plumbers and 

     Pipefitters

United Auto Workers

United Food and Commercial Workers

United Methodist Church,

     General Board of Church and Society

United Methodist Women

United Steelworkers

Washington Office On Latin America

Workers United
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INDIVIDUAL DONORS

$1000+
John Authers

Kim A. Bobo

+

Lance Compa

+

Cam & Susan Duncan

+

Maria Otero & Joe Eldridge

+

Toni & Peter Gearhart

Charles A. Heiner

Susan S. & Arthur S. Lloyd

Margaret & Geoff Lobenstine

Gail Lopez-Henriquez

William G. Mascioli*

Markley Roberts

Kathleen Ruff

David Suisman

Trina Tocco*

Judith White

$500+
Peggy Billings

David & Judy Bonior

Florence Wagner & Judith Broder

Anna Burger

May Ying Chen

+

Eric Dirnbach

+

Brenna Dougan

Tess Ewing

Candice Cason & Bill Fletcher Jr

Fred C. Flosi

Rebecca Givan

Steven K. Hoffman

Karl E. Klare

Barbara & Howard Morland

Monique Morrissey

Deborah J. Murphy

Nathan & Kate Nicely*

Caroline Ramsay Merriam

Russell E. Smith

Merry Tucker

Peter Weiss

Arthur Wortman

Paul Zarembka

$100+
Andrew Ackerman

Tanzila Ahmed

Paula Albertson

Rebecca Alpert

Juan Alvarez

Judy Ancel

Sean Ansett

Ann Asnes

Bama Athreya

Margaret M. Baillie

Linda Bajkowsky

Virginia H. Baker

Peter Bakvis

Rebecca Ballard

William Barbieri

Elisabeth Bass

Maria Cristina Beato-Lanz

Tim Beaty

Allison Beck

Jeffrey Becker

Linda Bennett

Iris Biblowitz

Julianna Bienert

Simon Billenness

David Black

Richard Blum

Heather & Paul Booth

Rachel Boyd

Wes Brain

Stephanie Burgos

Martha Bushnell

Chris & Mary Campbell

William Carey

David Carroll

Barry Castleman

Robin Broad & John Cavanagh

+

Darlene Ceremello

Professor David Chadwick

Daniel E. Clifton

Patricia & Robert Coats

Rubie Coles

Terry P. Collingsworth

Jessamyn Conrad

Teresa Z. Coraggio

Bob Creamer

Leanna Curley

Martin Goldberg & Nina D’Ambra

Kenneth Rolling & Rochelle Davis

Joe Sellers & Laurie Davis

Ronald Davison

Roberta De Araujo

Jan de Leeuw*

Catherine Bergmann & David P. Dean

Jesse Dewitt

Susan DuBois

David Dunning

Daniel Ehrenberg

Waheeda Esmail*

Neil Farmelo

Cathy Feingold

+

Joan Fletcher

Frank and Jean Forbath

Catherine Forman

Sarah Fox

Gail Francis

Virginia Franco

Dana Frank

Bette Frundt

Rainer Braun & Judy Gearhart

Cherie Gellert

Enrique Gentzsch

Janice Gintzler

Debbie Goldman

Susan Goldman

Autumn Gonzalez*

David Gordon

George & Joanne Gornick

Peter Greenberg

Alison & Gerald Greenberg

Craig Harris

Pharis J. Harvey*

Syed Hasan*

Meredith Hattam

Peter Haydu

Richard and Lucy Henighan

Owen Herrnstadt

+

Ann F. Hoffman

David Holiday

Cathy Hurwit

Katherine Isaac

+

Jill Jacobs

Robert Jacobson

Sarah Shannon & Todd Jailer

Maria Jaunakais*

Jerri Jerreat*

David Johnson

Robert Jones

Karen Judd

Patricia Jurewicz

Andrew Kang Bartlett

Jim Katz

Paul Kim

Robert Kingsley

Pete Klosterman

Allison Kohll

Nancy & John Kulczycki

Ira Kurzban

Burritt Lacy

Erik & Caitlin Lang

Mark Levinson

Julia Lohla*

Mercedes Lopez

Dorothy Louise

Joseph Lurie

Robert Lyman

Danila Manapsal

Moez Mangalji

Joseph F. Mannion

Peter & Frances Marcuse

Christine A. Matthews

Ed Mattos

John McDiarmid

Rob McGarrah*

Abby McGill*

Barbara Bordwell Mcgrew

Laura McSpedon

Ellen Messing

Suzanne Miller*

Enid Eckstein & Richard Monks

Daniel Morris*

Nancy Myers

Mary Naftzger

McKinley Neal

Rachel Neild

Ray A. Nelson

Amy Newell

Tim Newman

William K. Nisbet

Alison Nix

Robert Nixon

Katharine Nixon

Mary Ochs

John O’Connor

Stephen Oren

Sheila Payne & Paul Ortiz

Bob and Laverne Parker

Barbara Parsons

Yvette Pena-O’Sullivan

+

Christine Pendzich

Betsy Pernotto

Mark Peters

Walter J. Petry Jr.

Oliver Fein & Charlotte Phillips

Miriam Pollet

Lenny Potash

Laura Punnett*

Beth Raps*

Lorraine Redig*

Glenn Rehn*

Susan & John Ritchie

Jill & Ron Rohde

Gary Stroud & Anaya Rose

Carol S. Rosenblatt

Prof. Robert Ross*

Herbert Rothschild

Rachel Rubin

Brian Ruger

John Ruthrauff

George Sage

Amy Scheller

Zach Schiller

Eryn K. Schornick

Florence Schreibstein

Kathleen Schwartzman

Gerry Scott*

Michael L. Selmi

Sally Silvers

Minor Sinclair

Nina Smith

Daniel B. Smith

Carolyn Sonfield

Ilinisa Hendrickson & Joshua Sperry

Doug Foxvog & Ann Stark

Frederic Starr

Burton Steck

Brian J. Stefan-Szittai

Marc Steinberg

Andy L. Stern

David Stevenson

Douglas Stevick

James Stolz

Lee & Byron Stookey

Janet Strangeways*

Deb & Steve Streff*

Valerie O. Sutter

Geoff Thale

Doug Thompson

Beverley Toews

Chris Townsend

+

Brendan Trombly*

Jill Tucker

Clare Tufts

Jeffery R. Vockrodt

Meg Voorhes

Vicki S. Walker

Bob Wallerstein

Duane Waln*

Patrick Ward

Jonathan D. Weissglass

Thurman Wenzl

Jeffrey S. Wheeler

Cheryl Wilfong

Melissa Williams*

Deborah Willis

Pamela Wilson

Judith & Arnold Wishnia

Nancy Wohlforth

Edward G. Wong

Eliza M. Wright*

Clifford Yeary*

Coletta A. Youngers

Paula Gorlitz & Steven Zuckerman

*Monthly Sustaining Donor

+

Board Member

Photo credits in order of appearance: 

Clean Clothes Campaign, Judy 

Gearhart, Marty Otañez, ILRF, Chris 

Shervey, ILO, NC’s Union Movement
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